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SUMMARY

Scope:

This special resident inspection was conducted on site in the area of plant
operat:ans. The report specifically focused a Unit 2 ovent involv!ng entry into
MODE 4 with an inoperable containment spray system on May 7. This problem
was identified by the licensee or May 8,1992.
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Results:

-- In the Operations functional area, an apparent violation of TS LCOs 3.0.4 and
3.6.2.1 was ;dentified for entry of Unit 2 from OPERATIONAL MODE 5 to

- OPERATIONAL MODE 4 on May 7 at 5:48 p.m., and operation in MODE 4 until
May 8 at 3:30 a.m. with inoperable containment spray subsystems duo to the 'A'
and 'B' train containment spray pump suction valves from the RWST being shut.
Also, a violation was identifiad for failure to make a timb|y 10 CFR 50.72
notificu;an to the NRC.
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REPORT DETAILS

1.: - Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. Bynum, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
*D. Keuter, Vice President, Nuclear Operations Serv!ces
*J. Wilson, Site Vice President
*R. Boecken, Plant Manager
*M. Cooper, Site Licensing Manager
*T. Flippo, Site Quality Assurance Manager
*K. Gibbs, Assista ; chift Operations Supervisor (SRO)4

*M. Lorek, Operations Superintendent
*P. Lydon, Operations Manager
*T. McGrath, Chairman, Nuclear Safety Review Board
*M. Meade, Licensing Engineer
*R. Rogers, Acting Technical Sapport Manager
*R. Thompson,- Compliance Licensing Manager
*P. Trudel, Nuclear Engineering Manger
*D. Webb, Shift Operations Supervisor (SRO)

N. Welch, Unit Manager
*M. Witt, Reactor Operator

.

NRC Employees

B. Wilson, Chief. DRP Branch 4
P. Kellogg Chief, DRP Section 4A

* Attended exit interview. e

Other licensee employees contacted included control room operators, shift
technical cdvisors, shift supervisors and other plant personnel.

' Acronyms and initialisms used'in this report are listed in the last paragraph.
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E Operational Safety Verification (71707)

a. Event

On May 8,199?. at 10:06 a.m. the licensee made a four hour report
to the NRC as required by 1_0 CFR Sv.72 concerning identification of a
condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of a safety
function of a system that is needed to mitigate the consequences of
an accident. The event involved operator discovery, on May 8, at
3:30 a.m., that the 'A' and 'B' train containment spray pumps suction
isolation valves from the refueling water storage tank (2-FCV-72-22
and 2-FCV-72-21, respectively) were shut on Unit 2. The unit had
entered MODE 4 at 5:48 p.m. on May 7, and at that time the
containment spray subsystems for both trains were required to be
OPERAIEE. Unit 2 entered TS LCO 3.0.3 at the time of discovery.
The_ valves were immediately opened and the system was considered
to be returned to an OPERABLE status. Plant management stcpped all
nonessential evolutions on both units and required operators to verify
proper configuration of all hand switches and associated iridice i

en the control room boards.

After being notified of the problem by plant management at
approximately 9:00 a.m. on May 8, the inspectors conducted a review
of the event in the control rocin. The inspectors reviewed GOI-1,
PLANT STARTUP FROM COLD SHUTDOWN TO HOT STANDBY,
Revision 42, and noted that rap V.A.23 had been signed off which
required the completion of ECCS master checklists prior to MODE 4
entry. A review of the master checklists for the containment spray
system indicated that section E, steg 1 and 5, of the list had beer,
signed off. These steps indicated that valve checklists 2-72-1.04 and
2-72-1.05 (from system operation instruction 0-SO-72-1,
CONTAINMENT 3 PRAY SYSTEMS, Revision 3) d been completed

,

' for partial alignment of the containmer* spray s. em in order to-
establish configuration control of tha system. T ., inspectors
reviewed the Unit 2 status files, and obtained upies of the valve

. checklists. The valve checklist alignments began on April 27 and
were comp'oted on May 5,1992. During alignments for the valve
checklists, valves 2-FCV-72-29. end 2-FCV-72-21 were independently
verified as being aligned to the open position. The inspectors asked

|" licensee management as to specifically when the above valves were
j aligned, and were informed that they were both aligned on May 2.
!
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The inspectors also obtained copies of 2-PI-OPS-000-022.2, MODES
5-6 OPERATOR AT THE CONTROLS MCR DUTY STATION SHIFT
RELIEF AND SYSTEM STATUS CHECKLISTS, Appendix A, Rev Gion 4,
for the period from May 2 through May 6, and 2.PI-OPS-000-022.1,
MODES 1-4 OPERATOR AT THE CONTROLS MCR DUTY STATION
SHIFT RELIEF AND SYSTEM STATUS CHECKLicTS, Attachment.1,
Revision 1, for the period from May 7 through May 8 (referred to as
shift turnover checklists). The review of the shift turnover checklists
indicated that contrary to the conditions indicated on the configuration
status file valve checklists, operators predominately maintained the
two valves closed until discovery of the problem on May 8.

The inspectors met with licensee management on the afternoon of
May 8,1992 to review their event findings up to that peint. The

|- lit. . 300 provided their chronology of containment spray system!

operation for the period of May 2 through May 8, and noted several
periods where the spray pumps were operated for different evolutions.
The inspectors reviewed system configuration control during the
period of operation for this time frame and outlined the following
sequence of evolutions commencing with system alignment in
accordance with checklists.

b. Sequence of Evolutions

D_gte Time Evolution

April 27 Unknown Containment spray system valve checklist
2-72-1.05 began in preparation for MODE 4
entry.

April 28 Unknown Containment spray system valve checklist
2-72-1.04 began in preparation for MODE 4
entry.

May 2 Unknown Both valves positioned and independently
verified open during valve checklists
(2-72-1.04 and 2-72-1.05). (Date based on
operator interviews by plant management.)

L May 2 11-7 Shift Train A valve logged open (RWST
Turnover recirculation; 0-SO-72-1). Train B valve

j logged shut.
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-Qata Ilme Evolution

May 2 7 3 Shift Both valves logged shut.
Turnover

May 2 2:30 p.m. Train A pump run for quartarly test
(2-SI-IFT-072-02A. A, FUNCTIONAL TEST
OF CONTAINMENT SPHAY PUMP 2A-A
AND ASSOCIATED VALVES 2-FCV-72-34
AND 2-FCV-72-39, Revision 0).

May 2 3-11 Shift Train B valve logged open (RWST
Turnover recirculation: 0-SO-72-1). Train A valve

logged shut.

May 3 11-3 Shift Statte not logged due to same operator
Turnover held over.

May 2 6:30 a.m. Both pumps run for check valve testing
(SI-166.15.1, CONTAINMENT SPRAY
CHECK VALVE TEST DURING OPERATION,
UNIT 2, Revision 2).

May 3 7-3 Shift Both valves logged shut.
Turnover

May 3 1:05 p.m. Train B pump run for quarterly test
(2-Si-lFT-072-028.6, FUNCTIONAL TEST OF

. CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP 28-B AND-
ASSOCIATED VALVES 2-FCV-72-13 AND
2-FCV-72-2, Revision 0).

May 3 3-11 Shift Both valves logged shut.
L Turnover

L May 4 All Shift Both valves logged shut.
L Turnovers

May 5 1.1-7 and Both valves logged shut
7-3 Shift
Turnovers

Mayb 3-11 Shift Status not logged d ,a to same operator
Turnover held over,

i
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h Dala Time Ey_olutina

May 5 4_- S p.m. Both valves verified open during surveillance
_(0-SI-OPS-072 034.0, CONTAINMENT
SPRAY SYSTEM VALVE POSITION
VERIFICATION, Revision 0).

May 6 11-7 Shift Train A valve logged open (RWST
Turnover recirculation; 0-SO-72-1). Train B valve

logged shut.

May 6 7-3 and Bott, valves logged shut.
3-11 Shift
Turnovers

May 7 All Shif t Both valves logged shut.
Turnovers

May 7- 5:48 p.m. Unit 2 enters MODE 4 (Containment Spray
System required to be OPERABLE by TS
LCOs 3.0.4 and 3.6.2.1).

May 8 11-7 Shift Both valves logged shut.
Turnover

May .8 3:30 a.m. Both valves noted shut by Refueling Outage
Coordinator (SRO); TS LCO 3.0.3 entered.
Valves opened; TS LCO 3.0.3 exited.

:

c. Operator. Performanes

The inspectors reviewed the above sequence of events and facility
procedural requirements for configuration control and found several
deficiencies.

Facility requirements for conf:guration control were contained in
Al-30, NUCLEAR PLANT CONDUCT OF OPERATION, Revision 36, and
in Al-58, MAINTAINING COGNIZANCE OF OPERATION STATUS -,

CONFIGURATION STATUS CONTROL, Revision 19. Al-30, paragraph
11.3, stated that system configuration control of safety-related

c

| systems shall be maintained to ensure the systems are aligned in

| -- accordance with their applicable checklists using the process
described in Al-58 Al-58, paragraoh 2.2, describes requirements for
this process. The requirements included the establishment of initial

|
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system configuration control using the applicable checklist, followed
- by provisions for documenting all deviations using a configuration log.
Al-58, paragraph 2.2.2.1, also detailed situations where exceptions
may be made to the requirements for configuration log entries, and
the requirements for using such exceptions.

The inspectors roviewed the configuration status files and found that
the requirements for performin0 both system valvo checklists
(2-72-1.04 and 2-72-1.05), and the monthly system flow path
verification surveillance (0-St-OPS-072-034.0) were all satisfactorily-
completed on May 2 and May 5, respectively. Both the checklists and
the flow path verification positioned / verified the valves in the open
position.

After configuration control for the subject valves was established on
May 2, and continuing throughout the-week prior to MODE 4 entry,
operators routinely logged the valves as closed. However, inspectors

. could not find any configuration logs or other documentation which
recorded operations which may have shut the valves. The inspectors
concluded that operators were shutting the valves following
evolutions requiring that they be opened without logging the status
change At the end of the inspection period, the licensee was
continuing to investigate why operators were shutting the valves.

I Preliminary interviewv/ith operators by the licensee indicated that
operators believed t: n an exception allowed by Al 58, paragraph

'

2.2.2.1. A.1, applied, and that configuration log entries were not
required. This exception applied to items which were continuously
indicated and monitored in the control room. inspectors reviewed this
exception of Al-58 and found that although it could apply in this
situation, Al-58, paragraph 2.2.2.1.A.4 required that if this exception
was used, the manipulations of the components shall be logged in the
ooerator daily jourr.al, inspectors reviewed the operator daily journals
and found no records of the valves being manipulated, contrary to the

L requirements of Al-58.

Other evolutions performed during the week prior to MODE 4 entry
included RWST recircu 3 tion (0-SO-72-1), quarterly pump tests

-(2-SI-IFT-07'.-02A. A anc -028.8), and a system check valve test
u

I (SI-166.15.1). Inspectors reviewed these procedures and noted that
L none of them addressed slutting the valves except SI-166.15.1,

L which contained requirements for repositioning and independently
!: verifying the valvas open following the test.

L
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< The inspectors also reviewed operator actions with. regard to notifying
the NRC of_ the subject event. It was noted that although

- 10_ CFR 50.72.b.2.lil and facility procedure SSP-4.5, NRC. REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS, Revision'0< required notification of the NRC _within
four hours after discovery, the actual notification was not made until-
approximately six and one-half hours later. This problem was
discussed with plant management and it was determined that the
requirement to make a _10 CFR 50.72 4-hour notification to the NRC ,

was not recognized by the operations shift crew and was made after
= management review of the problem the next day. Failuro to make a -

E timely 10 CFR.50.72 notification to the NRC is identified as a
-violation (328/92-17-01).

The inspectors also noted during control board walkdowns-following
the event that _the identification label for the corresponding valves on
Unit 1: incorrectly indicated the normai position of the valves as
closed; however,-the valves were correctly positioned open as
required for MODE 1 operation. Board labels on Unit 2 correctly

- identified the normal operational position for the valves as open. The
+ , licensee initiated a tagging request to change the label plates.

.

Ld. Immediate' Corrective Actions

The inspectors monitored the licensee's immediate corrective actions
for the event which included:

A complete configuration verification _was performed for theo

Unit 1,-Unit 2, and common control room hand switches and
their associated indications. The walkdown was performed via-

,

operations annotation of the as-found switch positions and then
comparing the data with the required component positions
listed in the unit status files. No other problems were
identified, with the except'an of three valves on each unit that

,
'

were'found to be shut when the unit status file position
recorded the position to be open. The valves were on the
nitrogen supply to the PRT and the PRT sample lines to the gas
analyzer. - The licensee indicated that thr, valves were kept in
the closed position due to operational benefits. The
configuration control condition of these valves was not in
accordance with Al-58-requirements. The inspectors concluded
that the required valve positions in the configuration status file
were not modified to reflect the preferred opera.:ng position.
The inspectors were informed that the desired valvo positions

o

a
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would be properly changed to comply with the ,equireme .s of
the configuration control process,

o Revisions were made to both unit's 5.hift turnover checklists.
These revisions eliminated the open or closed choice that was
available to the performing operator. - The 12ensee concluded
that the checklist did not foster a questioning attitude if a
component was not configured for the required mode of
operation.

The inspectors were also informed of other immediats e,arrective
actions to improve administrative controls over the configuration
process. These were issued as Operations Standing Order number
92-005, which stated:

All previous exceptions to configuration log entries, as allowedo

by Al-58, were no longer applicable. The new guidance '

indicated that Section 2.2.2.1 of Al-58, " Exceptions to
Configuration Log Entries", was r;sloted, and that all deviations
were to be entered in the configuration log.

The shift turnover process for all licensed positions waso

modified to include a more systematic control boar i wt.tkdown.
This included the requirement that all off-normal conditions of
components discovered or discussed during the shift walkdown
were to be supported by an adequate narrative log entry in the
respective operator's daily journal,

Pump suction valves should not be closed unless the pumpo

breaker is racked out and tagged, or iacked out and properly
configured in the configuration log.

Configuration 100 entries were to be reouired for all Sis, SOls,o

and sos that require component deviation from normal status
file alignment.*

e. Regulatory Safety Significance

After completion of the above reviews, the inspectors reviewed TS
requirements for the above event. TS LCO 3.0.4 requires, in part,
that entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE shall not be made unless the
conditions for the LCO are met without reliance on provisions
contained in the ACTION requirements. TS LCO 3.6.2.1 requires, in
part, that two indepenoent containment spray subsystems shall be

_ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _
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OPERABLE with each subsystem comprised of a containment spray
train with an OPERABLE containment spray pump flow path capable
of taking suction from the refueUng water storage tank in MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4.

Entry of Unit 2 from OPERATIONAL MODE 5 to OPERATION AL MODE
4 on May 7 at 5:48 p.m. and operation in MCDE 4 until May 8 at
3:30 a.m. with inoperable contair' ment spray subsystems due to the
' A' and 'B' train containment spray pump suction valves from the
RWST being shut is identified as an apparent violation of TS LCOs
3.0.4 and 3.6.2.1 (328/92-17-02).

NRC Inspection Report 327, 328/92-11 also identified similar
concerns with regard to system contquration control and the operator
turnover process, in that report, a violation was identified for
inadequate configuration control of the spent fuel pit coolant system. \
in addition, the inspectors identified an ERCW pump switch which
was left in the pull-to-lock condition withcut apparent controls to
return the pump to service. Operctors performing the shift turnover
checklist did not question the reason for the ERCW pump left in the
abnormal condition, but simply logged the position in the checklist.

Within the areas inspected, one apparent violation and one violation were
identified.

3. Exit Interview
_

The inspection scope and results were summarized an May 13,1992 with
those individuals identified by an asterisk in paragraph 1 above. The
inspectors described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the
inspection findings listed below. Prcorietary materid was not reviewed
during the inspection period. Dissenting comments were not received from
the licensee.

Item Number Descriotion and Reference

328/92-17-01 Violation for failure to make a timely
10 CFR 50.72 notification to the
NRC.

|
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hem Number Descriotion and Refgrenqq

328/92_17-02 Apparent violation for failure to meet
the requirements of TS LCOs 3.0.4 -
and 3.6.2.1._

4. List of Acronyms and initialisms

' Al Administrative Instruction--

CFR - - Code of Federal Regulations
DRP - Division of Reactor Projects
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
ERCW - Emergency Raw Cooling Water
FCV - Flow Control Valve
GOI - General Operating Instruction
LCO - Limiting Condition for Operation
MCR - Main Control Room
NCV.- Non-cited Violation
NRC -- Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Pi - Periodic Inctruction
PRT Pressurizer Relief Tank-

RWST - Refueling Water Storage Tank -
SI- - Surveillance Instruction
SO_ - System Operating (Instruction)
sol - System Operating Instruction
SRO_- Senior Reactor Operator

Site Standard PracticeSSP -

TS - Technical Specification
TVA - Tannessee Valley Authority


